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Abstract. The PMMA/Si acrylic casting dispersion is a composite used to substitute for many indoors household
ceramics such as kitchen sinks. In these applications the components are submitted to thermal stresses,
originating by severe temperature variations that occur when altemated flows of cold and hot water are
applied. Therefore, failure can occur by thermal fatigue, in sorne critica! zones. In this paper it is
presented a part of this study conceming a numerical analysis of the thermal stresses in two composites
with different volume fraction of filler and particle size, which trade mark are Asterite and Ultra-quartz.
The influence of the cold and hot water temperatures as well as the time of interruption of water flow in
the transition between hot and cold water were performed using the Cosmos/M finite element method
software. The thermal stress results, together with the results of fatigue and fracture tests, were used to
predict thermal fatigue tolerance of defects in products manufactured with these composites.

1. INTRODUCTION

The PMMA/Si acrylic casting dispersion is a
composite used to substitute for many indoors
household ceramics. Sorne examples are kitchen
sinks, sanitary ware or sanitary furniture. In general,
the addition of rigid particles to polymers increases
the stiffness, reduces the thermal expansion, and
produces an improvement in creep resistance and
fracture toughness. In previous work of the authors [ 1,
2] these trends were confirmed for the materials under
study in this paper. The effect of temperature on the
mechanical properties has also been tested before. The
modulus, static strength and toughness were found to
decrease with temperature. Also in a previous work [3,
4] a fatigue study with both constant and variable
loading amplitude was performed. It was concluded
that the fatigue strength of these composites is lower
than the unfilled matrix, but the fatigue crack growth
resistance is significantly higher relatively to the
unfilled matrix.
The increase of the particle size improves the fatigue
crack growth resistance but reduces the fatigue
strength, due an increases of the initial defect size.
The influence of temperature and stress ratio on the
fatigue strength was also analysed. As the temperature
and the stress ratio increase the fatigue strength
decreases.
Despite the increase ofthe fracture toughness ofthese
composites provided by the addition of silica
particles, sorne failures had been observed in service
in kitchen sinks manufactured with these materials.
These fractures seems to be due a thermal fatigue

phenomenon originated by the altemated flows of cold
and hot water.
This work is a complement of previous works [1-4]
and reports the results of a numerical work concerning
the determination of thermal stresses induced by
altemated flows of cold and hot water. Thermal
stresses were determined and the influence of both
cold and hot water temperatures were analysed. The
main objective is to obtain the maximum values of the
compression and tension stresses in order to assess
the tolerance of defects conceming fatigue failure in
service conditions of sinks manufactured with these
materials. Residual stresses will be also determined
and included in that analysis.

2. MATERIALS PROPERTIES
The materials studied in this work were acrylic casting
dispersions with different volume fraction and size of
silica particles. Table 1 presents the chemical and
physical composition for the two castings, which
trademarks are Asterite and Ultra-quartz.
Table 2 presents the mechanical properties of these
materials obtained by the author's in a previous work
[2] for the temperatures ranging between O and 80 oc.
Polynomial equations were fitted to the modulus data
and used in strain-stress analysis. crurs and Kc were
obtained according the proceedings indicated in [5]
and [6], respectively.
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Fig. l. Schematic skin design and boundary conditions.

Table l. The chemical and physical composition of the
materials.
Material
(tradename)
Asterite
Ultra-quartz

PMMA
Silica IParticle
vol- % vol.- % ~ize ~m
56
44
10
36
64
90

Density
gcm· 3
1.69
1.92

Table 2. Mechanical properties* of the two materials
[2].
Material

1

<JuTs [5]
MPa

1

E**
MPa

1

v

**

1

Kc [6] ,
MPa.mm 1 -

1

42 .2
55 .3

T=JO"C

Asterite
1
Ultra-Quartz 1

59
21

Asterite
U1tra -Quartz

65
22

1
1

Asterite
52
1
Ultra-Quat1z 1 23 .5
Asterite
Ultra-Qum1z
Asterite
Ultra-Quartz

L
1

1
1

40.4
17.8
18.5
16.8

1 9217
1 14292

J 1

1

T=20°C
1 8870 1 0.24 1
1 13450 1 0.22 1
T=40°C
1 8017 1 0.26 1
1 11784 1 0.23 1
T=60°C
1 6970 1 0.28 1
1 10150 1 0.23 1
T=80°C
- 1
1 4770 1
- 1
1 8538 1

48
60
48.5
52.3
44.4
50.7

52.7

• * cruTs is the tensile strcngth. E is Young Modulus,
•

v is Poisson ·s ratio. K< is fracture toughness.
** Obtained by extensometry

3. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE
Figure 1 presents the geometry considered in the
numerical analysis. Only half of the sink was analysed
to reduce the numerical effort. This implies the
consideration of adequate thermal and mechanical
symmetry conditions. The mechanical boundary
conditions are presented in figure l . The incidence of
water on the sink was simulated considering an area
over which heat flux by convection occurs. The area
considered can be seen in figure l . The periods with
incidence of water were simulated considering the
average convective heat transfer coefficient h= 100,
while a factor h=O was considered on the periods
without water (no convection occurs).
Figure 2 shows a schematic view of the input water
temperature changes with the time. The parameters:
T 1110 , (hot water temperature value), T 111111 (cold water
temperature value), t, (time of water incidence) and t,
(time without water incidence) were considered.
This physical problem was modelled by thc finite
element method using COSMOS/M commercial
package. A total number of 4501 quadratic
isoparametric elements and 25181 nades were
considered. The finite element mesh can be seen in
figure 3.
Some thermal parameters were necessary in the finite
element analysis concerning the detennination of
thermal stress such as : materials themml conductivity,
specific heat and the convective heat transfer
coefficient at the surface in contact with water flow.
They were experimentally obtained and are included in
table 3.
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thermal cycle. Experimental results were obtained
using strain gauges placed in different points around
the waste hole.

t,

t,

Time [s]

Compression stresses were obtained when the
temperature was at maximum and tension stresses
occur when the temperature is at minimum. Starting
from room temperature (20 oq it was applied a cold
water flow of 5 oc originating tension stresses. While
the temperature of the water is decreasing the tension
stress increases. After this, there was a period that the
cold water temperature was stabilized. Consequently a
progressive reduction of the thermal gradient occurs
in the material and the thermal stresses decrease. Due
the low thermal conductivity of this material, a great
time is necessary for this to occur.

Fig. 2. Input water conditions.

The explanation for the above trends is related with the
contraction of the flow water incident region of the
bottom sink, originated by cold water flow, which was
partially restrained by the under levels ofthe thickness
that had a higher temperature.
A further application of hot water leads to the inverse
phenomenon, that is, the thermal expansion of the
region of incidence of the water was partially
restrained due to the lower temperature of the under
levels of the thickness. Then, compression stresses
occurs and with higher values than the tension
stress es.
Very good agreement was obtained between numerical
and experimental results, which validate next analysis
based only in numerical analysis.

Fig. 3. Finite element mesh.

Table 3. Thermal properties.

Property
rrhermal conduct
[W/(m.°C)]

Asterite

UQ

0.47

0.59

Cp [J.K 1.kg- 1]
(Specific heat)

4.79xi0- 5

3.8 xl o- 5

E [MPa]
(Young's mod.)

-0.632415.236T+9332.7

V

(Poisson 's
ratio)
p [kg/m3 ]
(density)

0.0003935T +
0.24524

1.73061227.77T+I771
9
0.0001 059T +
0.22048

Figure 5 shows the variation ofthe stress in the comer
of the hole for different values of Tmin (increase of
temperature gradient between cold and hot water
considering a constant Tmax=90°C). lt was observed an
important increase in maximum tensile stress from
1.98 to 6.49 MPa when Tmin decrease from 20 to 5°C.
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Figure 4 shows the numerical and experimental results
for an asterite skin obtained in the comer of the waste
hole. It was plotted the tangent stress and surface
temperature variations against the time during one
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Fig. 4. Comparison numerical and experimental
thermal stresses for a particular thermal cycle in
asterite manufactured skins.
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Fig. 5. Effect of Tmin on numerical thermal stresses
for asterite skins.
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Fig. 6. Effect of t; on numerical thermal stress es for
Ultra-quatz skins.
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Fig. 8. Effect of Tmin on numerical maximum tensile
thermal stress.
Contrary to the important role of Tmin on maximum
tensile thermal stress a negligible effect of the time
of water incidence, t; and the time without water
incidence, ts was obtained as it can be shown in figures
6 and 7, respectively. The important decrease of
maximum tensile thermal stress with the increase of
Tmin was plotted in figure 8 for sinks manufactured
with the two materials (asterite and ultra-quartz).
Using the evaluated numerical thermal maximum and
range stresses it was predicted the fatigue life based
on the fracture mechanical da/dN - M<. curves
approach.
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In order to predict fatigue propagation an initial semicircular crack (c0 , a 0 ) created in the initiation phase
was assumed and the number of cycles required to
grow the initial crack till the fracture (Nr) was
calculated. Table 4 presents París law constants of the
materials.
Considering the thermal stress variation shape and the
potential residual stresses induced by drilling hole a
stress ratio of -0.75 for resulting stress cycle was
assumed.

-5

- - ts=Os
~ ts=30s

-10
-15

~ts=60s

Table 4. París law constants ([da/dN]=mm/cycle;
[M<.]=MPa.m 1 ~ [3].
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Fig. 7. Effect of ts on numerical thermal stresses for
Asterite skins.

R

-0.75
-0.75

m
9.75
11.53

e

4.803xl o-s
5.838xlo-s

A previous K solution was obtained to study the
fatigue crack propagation on the central hole specimen
[3] was used Two polynomial functions were obtained
by regression from the numerical values of K. For the
front surface comer point (crack length e):
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Yc = 1.871 + 1.063x 2 -0.884x; + 0.179x~

I

-12.927x 1 + 13.954x 2 .x 1 -7.22x;.x, + 1.486x~.x 1
+ 47.697x~ - 72.579x 2 .x~ + 43. 773x; .x~
+ 9.408x;.x~ + 69.24x~ + 123.298x 2 .x~

o.4o

1a 0.35
0.30

(1)

-79.475x;.x; + 17.389x~ .x; + 37.433x~

0.25

-72.05lx 2 .xt +47.494x;.x~ -10.339x~.x~

0.20

112
where Yc=K./(cr.(7t.a) ), x1=alt, x2=a/c. For the
comer point at the hole (crack length a):

0.15
Expected defect size

0.10
0.05

Y.= 3.227 -3.075x 1 + 5.613x~ -2.519x~
-1.15x 2 +2.446x 1.x 2 -5.845x~.x 2 +3.103x~.x 2

0.00

o

(2)

10

5

15

+0.161x~- 0.514x 1 .x~ + 1.508x~.x~- 0.886x: .x~

112
where Y.=Ka/(cr.(7t.a) ), x1=alt, x2=a/c.
Figures 9 presents the predicted initial defects against
Tmin (cold water temperature) for sinks manufactured
in asterite and for an imposed fatigue life of 1000
thermal cycles. The input water parameters were fixed:
Imax=90°C (a severe hot water temperature), t;=90
seconds and ts =30 seconds. The predicted defects
consider the residual stresses induced in comer of
drilling hole. These stresses were evaluated by
differential hole drilling technique using strain gauges
Vishay 062RE-l20. Average residual stresses in crack
propagation region of 11 MPa were considered.
Figure 1O plots the maximum principal residual stress
against the depth for drilling boles in cast asterite
composite. As it is shown the casting promotes
compressive residual stresses at the surface and
tensile stresses (about 10 MPa) to the inner of the
material. For the drilled plates a tensile residual stress
fluctuating around an average value about 11 MPa
occurs in a thick layer near the surface.
In the figure 9 are also superimposed the expected
flaw size in industrial manufacture according previous
work [3]. As it is shown, for asterite manufactured
skins and for a expected Ji fe of 1000 cycles, fatigue
failure in service will be predicted only in very severe
thermal cycle promoted by the residual and thermal
stresses interaction.
For ultra-quartz skins the expected defect size is
much greater tlmn in the case of asterite [3], being in
the range of 1.5-2.5 mm. For this distance to surface
residual stress in inner points must not have an
important role in fatigue crack propagation. So fatigue
crack growth analysis was carried out without
considering the residual stress effect. In figure 11 was
plotted the predicted fatigue Iife against the initial
defects for the severe thermal cycle with Tnún=5°C
considering the fixed parameters: Imax=90°C, t;=90
seconds and ts =30 seconds. The expected flaw size in
industrial manufacture are also superimposed. For this
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Fig. 9. Effect of Tmin on the tolerable initial defect
size for a fatigue life of 1000 cycles in asterite sinks.
Imax=90°C. t;=90 sec and ts =30 sec.
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Fig. 1O. Residual stresses induced by casting and
drilling in asterite plates.
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Fig. 11. Effect of a; on the predicted life for ultraquartz sinks. Tnún=5°C Imax=90°C. t;=90 sec and ts =30
se c.
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material they are expected thermal fatigue failures in
service for predict lives about 1000 severe thermal
Tmax=90°C)
even without
cycles (Tnún=5°C,
considering residual stresses interaction.
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[4] J. D. Costa, J. M. Ferreira and C. Capela" Fatigue
Behaviour of PMMA!silica Acrylic Casting
Dispersions", Mat Sci Techn 17,12,1657-1663,
(2001).
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"Standard Test for Tensile Properties of Plastics"
Annual Book of ASTM, Part 35, ASTM D638,
1980.

5. CONCLUSIONS
-A thermal fatigue analysis in drilling boles ofkitchen
sinks manufactured in particulate composites was
performed. Accumcy numerical thermal stresses were
evaluated for sinks subjected to altemated cycle flows
of cold and hot water.
- lmportance decrease of maximum tensile stresses
with the increase of cold water temperature value and
negligible effect of the time of water incidence and
time without water incidence were found.
- Important influence of drilling hole residual stresses
on the tolerable initial manufacture defects of asterite
sinks was obtained. For expected lives of 1000
thermal fatigue cycles in asterite sinks fatigue failure
can occur promoted by tensile residual stresses
interaction associated with very severe thermal
parameters (Tmin<5°C). For ultra-quartz sinks service
failures can occur even without residual stresses
effect and for usual thermal cycles (Tmin=soc ).
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